
Data Structures and AlgorithmsFR 6.2 InformatikSanders, Telikapalli WS 03/04http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de/~sanders/courses/algdat03/index.htmlTo pass the exercise component of the course, all but two of the assignments must be completed. This isnot absolutely required but will be helpful in passing the course and can improve the grade. Up to fourpeople can work on an exercise together. But each of you should be able to explain the solutions to theTA (Bremser). Write your names and the name of your group (time, TA) on the sheets. Staple themtogetherAssignment 1 Deadline: November 3, 2001 solve at least two of the following four exercisescompletely (or more of them partially)Exercise 1Describe a linear time algorithm for decomposing an undirected graph into a collection of pathsand cycles. The output should be a sequence of arrays or linked lists that represent the pathsand cycles. Paths should be avoided: Only odd degree nodes are allowed to be endpoints ofa path. An odd degree node may be endpoint in at most one path. Each edge should appearin exactly one path or cycle. Give suÆcient detail of the representation of the graph and thealgorithm so that it becomes evident that your algorithm runs in time O(m+ n).Exercise 21. Give a detailed description of an algorithm for DFS in a directed graph that runs in timeO(m+ n). The algorithm should use the most compact adjacency array representation asinput. Its additional space consumption should be O(n), i.e., no additional information\per edge" like edge markers can be stored.2. Modify the SCC algorithm in such a way that it computes component numbers, i.e., ifthere are k SCCs it assigns numbers from 1::k to the nodes such that nodes in the sameSCC get the same number compNum(v). The component numbers should be topologicallysorted, i.e., if there is a path from u to v then compNum(u) � compNum(v). Prove thatthis property holds.Exercise 3Suppose you are fed a sequence of many edges of a graph over a network link. You do nothave enough space to store all these edges. But you do have a few words of memory to storesome information with each node. Outline an algorithm that computes a spanning forest of thegraph. How fast can you make your algorithm. Can you achieve time O(m+ n)?Exercise 41. Show that DFS of an undirected graph cannot encounter any cross edges.2. The classi�cation of edges into forward, backward, cross, and tree edges that we knowfrom DFS also makes sense for BFS. Show that BFS will not produce any forward edges.3. Suppose you attempt to translate our SCC algorithm based on DFS into an analogousalgorithm based on BFS. What goes wrong. Give an example where the algorithm mustproduce the wrong output.


